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Abstract—Existing solutions to network scheduling typically
assume that the instantaneous link rates are completely known
before a scheduling decision is made or consider a bandit
setting where the accurate link quality is discovered only after it
has been used for data transmission. In practice, the decision
maker can obtain (relatively accurate) channel information,
e.g., through beamforming in mmWave networks, right before
data transmission. However, frequent beamforming incurs a
formidable overhead in densely deployed mmWave WLANs. In
this paper, we consider the important problem of throughput
optimization with joint link probing and scheduling. The problem
is challenging even when the link rate distributions are pre-
known (the offline setting) due to the necessity of balancing
the information gains from probing and the cost of reducing
the data transmission opportunity. We develop an approxima-
tion algorithm with guaranteed performance when the probing
decision is non-adaptive, and a dynamic programming based
solution for the more challenging adaptive setting. We further
extend our solutions to the online setting with unknown link rate
distributions and develop a contextual-bandit based algorithm
and derive its regret bound. Numerical results using data traces
collected from real-world mmWave deployments demonstrate the
efficiency of our solutions.

Index Terms—wireless scheduling, online learning, adaptive
probing

I. INTRODUCTION

An important obstacle to efficient resource allocation in
wireless networks is the uncertain and time-varying nature of
link quality. Traditionally, it is common to assume that the
decision maker can observe the time-varying channel condition
at the beginning of a time slot before a scheduling decision is
made [1], leading to the so called opportunistic scheduling
problems that can be solved using various stochastic opti-
mization techniques. More recently, online learning algorithms
have been intensively studied for wireless resource allocation
including link scheduling [2], [3], rate adaptation [4] and beam
selection [5] where a typical assumption is that the channel
condition of a link is unknown before a scheduling decision
is made and is discovered only after the link has been used
for data transmission (i.e., the bandit setting).

In practice, a network controller can often obtain (rela-
tively) accurate channel conditions before transmitting data.
For example, access points (APs) in 60 GHz millimeter-
wave (mmWave) WLANs can use beamforming to identify
the link quality to its clients. However, frequent beamforming
between a large number of APs and clients incurs a formidable
overhead. For example, it takes approximately 5ms to train the
downlink of an AP with 64 Tx sectors to its clients with 16 Rx
sectors as shown in [6], and the overhead increases linearly
with the number of APs. Thus, it is crucial to develop joint

beamforming and scheduling schemes that can achieve the
optimal tradeoff between the reduction of uncertainty and the
extra overhead introduced by beamforming. This is especially
important in densely deployed mmWave WLANs that are
increasingly being used to provide high capacity and reliability
to clients. However, neither traditional stochastic optimization
approaches nor bandit-based online learning methods can be
directly applied as the former ignores the overhead associated
with beamforming while the latter does not utilize the side
information provided by beamforming.

In this work, we propose a joint probing and scheduling
framework for throughput optimization. We consider a sce-
nario where a mobile client can probe a subset of APs from
all the neighboring APs before picking one of them for data
transmission, and study both the non-adaptive setting where
the set of APs is chosen independent of the probing results
as well as the more powerful yet challenging adaptive setting
where the next probing decision can depend on the previous
probing results. We first consider the offline setting where
the distributions of link rates are pre-known. Deriving an
optimal probing and scheduling strategy is challenging even
in this case due to the need of balancing the information gain
from probing and the cost for reducing the data transmission
opportunity. We design an approximation algorithm for the
non-adaptive setting and derive its performance bound. For the
adaptive setting, we propose a dynamic programming based
solution and prove that the algorithm is optimal for Bernoulli
link rates.

In the more challenging online setting where the link
rate distributions are unknown a priori, we present a novel
extension of the contextual bandit learning framework by
incorporating adaptive probing into the classic exploration
vs. exploitation tradeoff. In particular, the probing results
help with both the exploitation in the current round and the
exploration that can benefit future rounds. Through a careful
analysis of the reward function and by utilizing the results
for the offline setting, we show that the UCB-based stochastic
combinatorial bandit algorithm in [7] can be adapted to our
problem and derive its regret bound for both non-adaptive
probing under general distributions and adaptive-probing with
Bernoulli link rates.

Our framework can potentially be applied to a broad class
of sequential decision making problems where probing can
be used to reduce uncertainty before a decision is made. For
example, consider the problem of shortest path routing in a
road network with unknown traffic. A path searcher can make
a limited number of queries to a travel server to obtain hints



of real time travel latency [8], before picking a path. Further,
the path searcher may utilize contextual data such as time
and weather to assist decision making. This problem can be
formulated as a combinatorial bandit problem with probing.

We have made the following contributions in this paper.

• We propose a joint probing and scheduling framework
for throughput optimization in wireless networks.

• In the offline setting with known link rate distributions,
we develop an approximation solution when the probing
decision is non-adaptive and a dynamic programming
based solution for the adaptive setting. We show that both
algorithms are optimal for Bernoulli link rates and bound
the performance of the former for general distributions.

• In the online setting with unknown link rate distributions,
we adapt a stochastic combintorial bandit algorithm to our
problem and derive its regret.

• Our solutions are validated using channel and mobility
traces collected from a real testbed.

II. RELATED WORK

The multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem provides a princi-
pled framework for sequential decision making under uncer-
tainty [9]–[11]. The framework has been extensively applied
to various domains including wireless resource allocation and
link scheduling, with multiple variants of the vanilla MAB
model considered [9], [12], [13]. In [14], the Upper Confidence
Bound (UCB) algorithm is integrated with the classic greedy
maximal matching algorithm for wireless scheduling. In [15],
the problem of beam selection in mmWave based vehicular
networks is formulated as a contextual bandit problem with
the vehicle’s direction of arrival and other traffic information
as context. In [16], a constrained Thompson Sampling (TS)
algorithm is used to solve the link rate selection problem by
exploiting the property that a higher data rate is typically asso-
ciated with a lower transmission success probability. However,
none of the above studies consider joint probing and play.
Although the recent work [17] considers joint probing and
play, it focuses on non-adaptive probing strategies and derives
the regret bound for Bernoulli link rates only.

Searching for best alternatives using probing is a problem
initiated in economics [18] and has found applications in
database query optimization [19]–[21] and wireless com-
munications [22]. Various objectives have been considered
including searching for extreme values with a limited budget,
maximizing the largest value found minus the total probing
cost spent, or solving a knapsack problem with uncertain
weights and costs [23]. Since the problems are typically
NP-hard problems under general distributions, approximation
algorithms have been considered for the non-adaptive prob-
ing [23] and adaptive probing settings [24]. Recently, probing
policies have been studied for optimizing path search over a
road network [8]. However, all the above works consider the
offline setting with known distributions. Further, none of them
consider the same objective function used in our problem.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we present our joint probing and scheduling
framework. We start with the general online setting, which
includes the offline setting as a special case. We further
introduce the concepts of non-adaptive probing and adaptive
probing.

A. Contextual bandits with probing

Consider a set of APs that are connected to a high-speed
backhaul to collectively serve a set of mobile users. AP
collaboration helps boost wireless performance in both indoor
and outdoor environments and is especially useful for direc-
tional mmWave networks that are susceptible to blockage [6],
[15]. For simplicity, we assume that the beamforming process
determines the best Tx and Rx beam sectors and do not
distinguish AP selection from beam selection. Our framework
readily applies to the more general setting of joint AP and
beam selection.

To simplify the problem, we focus on the single client
setting in this work. Let X be a set of contexts that correspond
to the location (or a rough estimate of it) of a moving client.
Let A be a discrete set of arms that correspond to the set of
APs, and N ≜ |A|. We consider a fixed time horizon T that
is known to the decision maker. In each time round t, the
decision maker first receives a context xt ∈ X and then plays
an arm at ∈ A and receives a reward Yat|xt

∈ [0, 1], which
is i.i.d. sampled from an unknown distribution Dat|xt

, that
depends on both the context xt and the arm at. We assume
that the outcomes from all N arms are mutually independent.
In this work, we assume that for all context-arm pairs, Da|x is
a discrete distribution with a finite support {ya|x,1, ..., ya|x,l}
where 0 = ya|x,1 < · · · < ya|x,l−1 < ya|x,l = 1. Let Y
denote the union of possible values across all the arms. We
have |Y| ≤ N × l. Let µa|x denote the expected value of
Da|x. The finite support assumption is mainly needed for our
offline dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 3) and
the online algorithm (Algorithm 4). Let D = {Da|x} denote
the collection of distributions over all the context-arm pairs.
The context sequence (xt)t∈N is considered to be outside the
decision making process. In the AP selection problem, the
reward corresponds to the data rate that a client at a certain
location can receive from an AP.

In the classical stochastic bandit setting, the instantaneous
reward of an arm is not revealed until it is played. In contrast,
we consider a more general setting where after receiving the
context xt, the network controller can first probe a subset of
arms St ⊆ A, observe their outcomes Yt = {Ya|xt

: a ∈ St},
where Ya|xt

is an i.i.d. sample of Da|xt
, then pick an arm

at to play (which may be different from the set of probed
arms). If at is from the probing set, the reward received is
the same as the probed value. That is, we assume that probing
is accurate and the channel condition stays the same within a
time round. To model the probing overhead, we further assume
that up to K arms can be probed in a single time round and the



(normalized) throughput obtained for probing St with |St| = k
and playing at is

R(St, Yt, at|xt) =
K − k

K
Yat|xt

. (1)

Without loss of generality, we assume K ≤ N . The goal
of the network controller is to maximize the total expected
throughput over the time horizon T . In general, the optimal
choice of at given St depends on Yt. Let r(St, at|xt) ≜
EYt [R(St, Yt, at|xt)].

B. Non-adaptive probing

We distinguish two types of probing strategies in this
work. In the non-adaptive case, the probing set St is chosen
independently of the probing results. This setting is useful
when adaptive probing is infeasible but it also serves as an
important baseline. In this case, the decision in each time
round becomes a pair (St, at) where St is the set of arms to
probe and at is the arm to play. Let Ht−1 denote the history
observations that the decision maker has received before time
t. Then the probing policy π1 maps Ht−1 to a subset of arms
St to probe while the play policy π2 maps (Ht−1, St, Yt) to
the arm at to play. Let π = (π1, π2).

Let (S∗
t , a

∗
t ) denote the optimal offline non-adaptive solu-

tion under context xt when the true distributions Da|x are
known for all context-arm pairs. The goal of maximizing the
expected cumulative reward then converts to minimizing the
expected regret E(Reg(T )) with Reg(T ) defined as

Reg(T ) =
T∑

t=1

(r(S⋆
t , a

⋆
t |xt)− rπ(St, at|xt)) (2)

where rπ denotes the throughput obtained by following policy
π and the expectation is with respect to the randomness in both
outcomes and policies. The goal is to obtain a policy π with
sublinear regreat where limT→∞ E(Reg(T ))/T = 0.

For general context-arm distributions Da|x, it can be com-
putationally difficult to find the optimal solution even when
the link rate distributions are perfectly known (the offline
setting). On the other hand, efficient approximation algorithms
may exist. In particular, we say that an offline algorithm is
an α-approximation (0 < α ≤ 1) if it obtains an expected
throughput that is at least αEr(S⋆, a⋆|x) for any context
x ∈ X . In this case, it is difficult to obtain sublinear regret
with respect to (2). Instead, our goal is to obtain sublinear
α-approximation regret defined as follows [7]:

Regα(T ) =

T∑
t=1

(αr(S⋆
t , a

⋆
t |xt)− r(St, at|xt)) (3)

C. Adaptive probing

In the adaptive setting, St is chosen sequentially where the
next arm to probe can depend on the previous probing results
in the current time round. Let Si,t denote the subset of arms
probed in the first i probing steps in time t, and Yi,t the
corresponding probing outcome. Then the probing policy π1

can generally be defined as a mapping from (Ht−1, Si,t, Yi,t)

to the next probing decision (either the next arm to probe or
terminating probing). The play policy π2 has the same form
as the non-adaptive case. We can then define regret and α-
approximation regret similarly to the non-adaptive case by
using the optimal offline adaptive solution as the baseline.

D. Assumption on the context space

We consider contextual bandits with Lipschtz-continuity to
handle large context spaces. To this end, we normalize the
context space to the [0, 1] interval so that X = [0, 1] and the
expected rewards are assumed to be Lipshitz with respect to
the contexts:

|r(S, a|x)− r(S, a|x′)| ≤ L|x− x′|,∀S ⊆ A, a ∈ A, x, x′ ∈ X
(4)

where L is the Lipschitz constant known to the algorithm.

IV. THE OFFLINE CASE

In this section, we consider the offline case where the reward
distributions Da|x are fully known for all context-arm pairs.
In this case, the history Ht−1 is irrelevant to decision making
and we can focus on a single time round. To simplify the
notation, we omit the time index t and context xt, and write
S = St, Y = Yt, Ya = Ya|xt

, Da = Da|x, and µa = µa|x. We
first observe that given a probing set S and its outcome Y ,
the optimal arm to play can be easily identified, which allows
us to focus on π1 in this section.

Observation 1: Given a probing set S, let Za = Ya for
a ∈ S and Za = µa for a ∈ A\S. It is optimal to play an arm
a that maximizes Za.

A. The offline problem with non-adaptive probing

We first consider the offline problem with non-adaptive
probing. Given Observation 1, the problem boils down to
finding a subset of arms S ⊆ A to probe to maximize
R(S) ≜ K−|S|

K g(S) where g(S) is defined as

g(S) = EYa∼Da

[
max(max

a∈S
Ya, max

j∈A\S
µj)

]
(5)

We first note that a similar problem has been considered
in [23], where given a budget k, the goal is to find a subset S ⊆
A with |S| = k such that g(S) is maximized. This problem
is NP-hard, yet a simple greedy algorithm gives a constant
approximation factor (see Algorithm 1). The key idea is to
consider a new objective function

f(S) = EYa∼Da

[
max
a∈S

Ya

]
(6)

This is equivalent to always choosing a probed arm with
maximum reward to play without considering the unprobed
arms. f(S) has the following nice properties:

• Monotonicity: f(S) ≤ f(T ) for any S ⊆ T ⊆ A;
• Submodularity: f(S∪{a})−f(S) ≥ f(T ∪{a})−f(T )

for S ⊆ T ⊆ A and a ̸∈ T .
The two properties together ensure that a simple greedy

algorithm obtains an approximation factor of α = 1− 1/e to
the problem maxS⊆A,|S|=k f(S) [25] . The greedy algorithm



Algorithm 1 Greedy probing with a fixed number of probes

Input: A: a set of N arms; D: reward distributions of all the
arms; k: a fixed budget for probing

Output: Spr: the probing set
1: S ← ∅
2: for i = 1 to k do
3: a← argmax

a∈A\S
(f(S

⋃
{a})− f(S))

4: S ← S ∪ {a}
5: Spr ← S
6: a← argmax

a∈A
µa

7: if f(S) < µa then Spr ← ∅

starts with S = ∅ and in each step, a new arm that maximizes
the marginal improvement f(S ∪ {a}) − f(S) is added to
S until |S| = k (see lines 1-4 in Algorithm 1). To obtain
a solution to the problem maxS⊆A,|S|=k g(S), we simply
take the greedy solution S found and compare f(S) with
maxa∈A µa and take the maximum (lines 5-7 in Algorithm 1).

We then present Algorithm 2 that adapts Algorithm 1 to
our problem of maximizing R(S). The key difference is that
Algorithm 2 maintains the greedy solution Sk for each k ∈
{0, ...,K − 1} and identifies the best solution among them
(with respect to K−|S|

K f(S)), which is then compared with the
maximum µa among all the arms. We establish the following
approximation ratio of our algorithm.

Theorem 1: Let S⋆ denote the optimal probing set with
respect to the reward distributions D. Algorithm 2 outputs a
subset Spr such that R(Spr) ≥ αR(S⋆) where α = e−1

2e−1 .
Proof: Let Sk be the k-th probing set found by Algo-

rithm 2 line 5 and S0 be the one that maximizes K−k
K f(Sk)

(Algorithm 2 line 6). We have

R(S⋆) =
K − |S⋆|

K
EYa∼Da

[
max(max

a∈S⋆
Ya, max

j∈A\S⋆
µj)

]
≤ K − |S⋆|

K
EYa∼Da

[
(max
a∈S⋆

Ya +max
j∈A

µj)
]

≤ K − |S⋆|
K

EYa∼Da

[
max
a∈S⋆

Ya

]
+max

j∈A
µj

=
K − |S⋆|

K
f(S⋆) + max

j∈A
µj

a
≤ K − |S⋆|

K

e

e− 1
f(S|S⋆|) + max

j∈A
µj

b
≤ K − |S0|

K

e

e− 1
f(S0) + max

j∈A
µj

c
≤ e

e− 1
R(Spr) +R(Spr)

=
2e− 1

e− 1
R(Spr)

where (a) is due to the fact that f(·) is monotone and
submodular, (b) follows from the definition of S0, and (c)
is due to the way Spr is defined.

Since for each k ∈ {1, ...,K − 1}, the algorithm evaluates
f(Sk−1

⋃
{a}) for each a ∈ A\Sk−1, it involves O(NK)

Algorithm 2 Offline non-adaptive probing

Input: A: a set of N arms; K: probing budget; D: reward
distributions for all the arms

Output: Spr: the probing set
1: for k = 0 to K − 1 do
2: Sk ← ∅
3: for k = 1 to K − 1 do
4: a← argmax

a∈A\Sk−1

(f(Sk−1

⋃
{a})− f(Sk−1))

5: Sk ← Sk−1 ∪ {a}
6: Spr ← argmax

k

K−k
K f(Sk)

7: a← argmax
a∈A

µa

8: if f(Spr) < µa then Spr ← ∅

evaluation of f(·) in total, which determines its time com-
plexity.

Remark 1: For Bernoulli arms, Algorithm 1 is optimal (α =
1). We omit the proof but note that it can be established using
a similar argument as the proof of Theorem 2 in the adaptive
setting.

Remark 2: The above result assumes that f(S) can be
accurately estimated for any S. For general distributions, f(S)
needs to be estimated using samples generated by D. Thus, the
performance of the algorithm will be affected by the number
of samples used.

B. The offline problem with adaptive probing

We then consider the more challenging setting with adaptive
probing. The offline problem of finding the optimal π1 can be
formulated as a finite horizon Markov decision process (MDP)
by viewing the set of probed arms and their outcomes (i.e.,
{a1, ..., ai, Ya1 , ...Yai} by the i-th probing step) as a state and
the arm to be probed next or stopping probing as an action. The
main challenge, however, is introduced by the combinatorial
nature of the problem, leading to large state and action spaces.
To derive a more scalable solution, we first observe that once
the ordering of the set of arms to be probed is fixed, then
an adaptive probing policy simplifies to a binary decision
(whether to continue probing or not) at each probing step
given the current observations. As we will see for Bernoulli
arms (that is, Da|x is a Bernoulli distribution for all context-
arm pairs), the natural ordering of probing the arms with
larger mean values first is optimal. Although it is difficult to
identify the optimal ordering for general reward distributions,
the greedy ordering based on marginal improvement used in
Algorithms 1 and 2 is a natural choice and achieves good
performance as we show in the simulations.

Below we assume that the set of arms A has been sorted
according to a certain ordering scheme and let ai denote
the i-th arm on the list. We can then formulate the adaptive
probing problem as an MDP with action space = {0, 1} with
1 indicating probing the next arm on the list and 0 indicating
stopping probing. Further, the state at the i-th probing step can
be defined as (Y1, ...Yi) as the set of arms probed is determined



by i. To further simplify the problem, a key observation is
that instead of keeping the complete outcomes, it suffices to
maintain si ≜ max{Y1, ..., Yi} and define (i, si) as the state of
the i-th probing step. This can be proved by showing that the
MDP using the compressed state space has the same optimal
state-action values as the full MDP. We skip the formal proof
due to space constraint.

With the above discussion, the adaptive probing problem
can be reduced to a finite horizon MDP with a state space of
size K × |Y| (the number of possible probing outcomes for
each arm) and an action space of size 2. Further, an adaptive
probing policy π1 is a mapping from each state (k, sk) to the
action space. Let V ∗

i (si) denote the optimal state value at the
i-th probing step under state si (the maximum value observed
so far). We have the following Bellman optimality equation:

V ⋆
i (si) = max

{
Ri(si),

∑
si+1∈Y

Pr(si+1|si)V ⋆
i+1(si+1)

}
(7)

where Ri(si) ≜ K−i
K max(si,max

j>i
µj) is the value obtained if

we stop probing after step i, and Pr(si+1|si) is the probability
that the next state becomes si+1 when the current state is si
and probing continues, which can be derived from D. It is clear
that V ⋆

K(sK) = 0 for any sK ∈ Y . The optimal value (under
the fixed ordering) is then given by V ⋆

0 (0) and the optimal
probing action under each state can be derived by comparing
the two terms in (7).

Based on Equation (7), the optimal probing policy (under
a fixed ordering of arms) can be computed using a dynamic
programming based solution (see Algorithm 3). The algorithm
first sorts all the arms according to a certain ordering scheme.
In this work, we assume that the arms are sorted greedily in
terms of the marginal improvement with respect to f(·) as in
the non-adaptive setting (i.e., lines 2-4 in Algorithm 1 with
k = K). After initializing the values at the K-th probing step,
the algorithm computes V ⋆

k (sk) and the policy π1((k, sk)) ∈
{0, 1} for k = K − 1, ..., 1 recursively and for sk ∈ Y , using
Equation (7).

Since for each k ∈ {1, ...,K−1} and each possible outcome
in Y , the computation of Vk(sk) involves taking the maximum
over unprobed arms (line 5) and taking the expectation over all
possible outcomes in the next step (line 6), the time complexity
of the algorithm is O(|Y|K(N + |Y|))|.

C. Adaptive probing for Bernoulli arms

Although it is difficult to derive the performance bound of
Algorithm 3 for general D, we now show that the algorithm is
optimal for Bernoulli arms where Da is a Bernoulli distribu-
tion for all a ∈ A. To this end, we first show that it is optimal
to probe the set of arms according to their mean reward µa

non-increasingly (note that for Bernoulli arms, this ordering
is equivalent to the default ordering we use in Algorithm 3).
To see this, we first note that for Bernoulli arms, whenever
Yai

= 1 is observed, the decision maker can stop probing and
play ai. With this observation, any adaptive probing policy can
be defined as follows. First pick a sequence S⃗ = (a1, ..., ak)

Algorithm 3 Offline adaptive probing via dynamic program-
ming

Input: A: a set of N arms; K: the probing budget; D:
distribution for all the arms.

Output: v: state value function, π1: an adaptive probing
policy

1: Sort the set of arms greedily in terms of marginal im-
provement with respect to f(·)

2: vK(sK)← 0 for all sK ∈ Y .
3: for k = K − 1 to 1 do
4: for each outcome sk ∈ Y do
5: Rk(sk)← K−k

K max(sk,max
j>k

µj)

6: vk(sk)← max{Rk(sk),Esk+1∈Y [vk+1(sk+1)]}
7: π1(k, sk)← 1
8: if vk(sk) = Rk(sk) then
9: π1(k, sk)← 0

10: v0(0) = max{max
a∈A

µa,Es1∈Y [v1(s1)]}

of k arms; (2) probe arms following the sequence until either
a value of one is observed or k continuous zeros are observed.
Let ak+1 denote the arm played in the latter case (i.e., the one
with maximum µ in the remaining arms). Thus, any adaptive
policy can be fully characterized by an arbitrary sequence S⃗
of any length k ∈ {0,K − 1}. Let R(S⃗) denote the expected
value by following S⃗.

Theorem 2: For Bernoulli arms, it is optimal to probe the
set of arms in their mean reward µ non-increasingly.

Proof: Consider a general adaptive policy defined by S⃗
with k arms. We can derive its expected value as follows.

R(S⃗)
a
=µ(a1)

K − 1

K
+ (1− µ(a1))µ(a2)

K − 2

K

+ (1− µ(a1))(1− µ(a2))µ(a3)
K − 3

K
+ ...

+ (1− µ(a1))...(1− µ(ak−1))µ(ak)
K − k

K

+ (1− µ(a1))...(1− µ(ak))µ(ak+1)
K − k

K

b
=
K − k

K
[1−

k+1∏
i=1

(1− µ(ai))]

+
1

K
[1−

k−1∏
i=1

(1− µ(ai)]

+
1

K
[1−

k−2∏
i=1

(1− µ(ai))] + ...

+
1

K
[1− (1− µ(a1))(1− µ(a2))]

+
1

K
µ(a1)

where (a) follows from the definition of the policy and (b) is
based on the following observation. Note that the first term
in the second expression corresponds to the expected reward



obtained when at least one of the k + 1 arms (including the
played one) gives a one, assuming that the unit reward is (K−
k)/K. However, when an arm is sampled to one before step
k, their rewards are higher, which are compensated by the
following terms. The second expression makes it clear that is
is always better to choose arms with larger mean values for
probing and play. To further show that it is optimal to probe
arms in a non-increasingly order, assume that µai < µai+1 for
some i in the sequence. Let S⃗′ denote the sequence constructed
from S⃗ by switching ai and ai+1 while keeping the ordering
of other arms. From the first expression above, we have

R(S⃗′)−R(S⃗) =

i−1∏
j=1

(1− µaj
)
K − i

K
[µai+1

− µai
]

+

i−1∏
j=1

(1− µaj
)
K − (i+ 1)

K

[
(1− µai+1

)µai

− (1− µai)µai+1

]
=

i−1∏
j=1

(1− µaj )
K − i

K
[µai+1 − µai ]

+

i−1∏
j=1

(1− µaj
)
K − (i+ 1)

K

[
µai
− µai+1

]
≥ 0

From Theorem 2, it is optimal to probe arms with non-
decreasing µ. Thus, Algorithm 3 is optimal for Bernoulli arms.

V. THE ONLINE SETTING

In this section, we study the online setting where D is un-
known a priori. We show that the offline algorithms developed
in the previous section can be integrated with the combinatorial
bandit framework in [7] to solve the joint probing and play
problem in the online setting. We further establish the regret
of our solution under general arm reward distributions when
probing is non-adaptive and for Bernoulli arms when probing
is adaptive.

A. A combinatorial contextual bandit based algorithm

We first present our algorithm for the online setting (see
Algorithm 4). Our solution is adapted from the combinatorial
bandit algorithm in [7], which was originally developed for
general reward functions without considering context. In con-
trast, we consider the contextual setting and further distinguish
the different reward functions introduced by non-adaptive and
adaptive probing.

The algorithm (Algorithm 4) first normalizes the context
space to X ′ (see the discussion below). For each context-
arm pair a ∈ A and x ∈ X ′, the algorithm maintains the
number of times that arm a has been probed or played under
context x as na|x, and an approximation F̃a|x of the true
cumulative distribution function (CDF) Fa|x of Da|x. Note
that Fa|x with support {ya|x,1, ya|x,2, ..., ya|x,l} is defined as

Fa|x(ya,j) = Pr
Ya|x∼Da|x

[Ya|x ≤ ya|x,j ]. Since Fa|x is unknown,

we approximate it by F̃a|x(y), which is computed as the
fraction of the observed outcomes from arm a under context
x that are no larger than y.

Algorithm 4 plays each arm once under each context,
and updates na|x and F̃a|x. After that, it maintains a lower
bound F a|x of F̃a|x using a UCB type of technique (lines
11-13). Let D = D1|x × D2|x × · · · × DN |x denote the
corresponding distributions across all arms. The algorithm then
distinguishes two cases. When non-adaptive probing is used, it
invokes Algorithm 2 with D as the input. Otherwise, it invokes
Algorithm 3. In each case, a probing set Spr can be derived
by following the policy obtained. We then collect samples for
arms in Spr. For arms not in Spr, we estimate their mean
reward using Da|x. We then identify the arm to play according
to the play strategy π2 given in Observation 1, and update na|x
and F̃a|x based on the probing and play results (lines 23-28).
It is crucial to note that the play decision is based on D for
unprobed arms (line 24) rather than the true distributions D,
which introduces another level of suboptimality.

B. Dealing with large context space

When the context space is large or continuous, we group
similar context together. Given X = [0, 1], let X ′ denote the ϵ-
uniform mesh of X . When a new context xt ∈ X is received,
it is mapped to the closet point in X ′ according to

x̄t = argmin
x∈X′

|x− xt|

where we choose the smaller value when there is a tie.
To understand the loss introduced by the compression of the

context space, let (S⋆(x), a⋆(x)) denote the optimal offline
solution under context x and r(S⋆(x), a⋆(x)|x) its expected
value when the solution is applied under context x. We define
the discretization error as

DE(T ) =

T∑
t=1

[r(S⋆(xt), a
⋆(xt)|x)− r(S⋆(x̄t), a

⋆(x̄t)|x̄)]

We have the following lemma:
Lemma 1:

DE(T ) ≤ ϵLT

Proof: For each round t and the respective context xt, we
have

r(S⋆(x̄t), a
⋆(x̄t)|x̄t) ≥ r(S⋆(xt), a

⋆(xt)|x̄t)

≥ r(S⋆(xt), a
⋆(xt)|xt)− ϵL

where the first inequality is because that (S⋆(x̄t), a
⋆(x̄t)) is

the optimal solution under context x̄t and the second inequality
is due to the definition of x̄t and the Lipschtz-continuity
assumption (4). Summing this up over all rounds t, we obtain

DE(T ) ≤ ϵLT



Algorithm 4 Online contextual bandit for joint probing and
play

Input: A: a set of N arms; X: a set of context; K: probing
budget; T : time horizon

1: X ′ ← the normalization of context space X .
2: na|x ← 0, F̃a|x ← 0 for all a ∈ A, x ∈ X ′

3: for t = 1, 2, ..., T do
4: Receive context xt ∈ X
5: x← x̄t

6: if there is an arm a never played under x then
7: Play arm a, get Ya|x
8: na|x = na|x + 1

9: Update F̃a|x based on Ya|x
10: break
11: For each arm a ∈ A, let Da|x be a distribution whose

CDF F a|x is given by
12:

F a|x =


max{F̃a|x(y)−

√
3lnt
2na|x

, 0}, 0 ≤ y < 1

1, y = 1

13: D = D1|x ×D2|x × · · · ×DN |x
14: if probing is non-adaptive then
15: Spr

t ← Algorithm2(A,K,D)
16: Probe each arm a ∈ Spr

t and get Ya|x
17: PLAY AND UPDATE(Spr

t , {Ya|x : a ∈ Spr
t }, x)

18: if probing is adaptive then
19: π1 ← Algorithm3(A,K,D)
20: Probe arms according to π1 and get their outcomes
21: Spr

t ← the set of arms probed
22: PLAY AND UPDATE(Spr

t , {Ya|x : a ∈ Spr
t }, x)

23: function PLAY AND UPDATE(Spr
t , Yt, x):

24: Play aplt ← argmax
a
{{Ya|x : a ∈ Spr

t }, {E(Da|x) :

a ∈ A\Spr
t }}

25: if aplt /∈ Spr
t then get Yapl

t |x

26: for each j ∈ {Spr
t , aplt } do

27: nj|x = nj|x + 1

28: Update F̃j|x based on {yj|x,1, yj|x,2, ..., yj|x,l}
and Yj|x

With the above lemma, we can bound the total regret as

Regα(T ) ≤ αϵLT +Rα(T )

where Rα(T ) is defined as

Rα(T ) =

T∑
t=1

(αr(S⋆
t , a

⋆|x̄t)− r(St, at|x̄t))

C. Theoretical analysis of the online algorithm

In this section, we analyze the regret of Algorithm 4 for the
non-adaptive probing setting under a general D and as well as
the adaptive probing setting for Bernoulli arms. To simplify
the notation, we let R(S, Y, a|x) denote the value obtained

given the probing and play decision (S, a), the probing result
Y , and context x, and r(S, a|x) its expectation over Y in
both settings. It is understood that in the adaptive setting, S is
interpreted as a sequence with a pre-defined ordering (which
is without loss of generality for Bernoulli bandits according
to Theorem 2). Note that although in the offline setting, the
optimal a is completely determined by S and Y , the online
algorithm picks a according to Da|x. We include a in the value
functions to emphasize this fact. In both cases, we can show
that R(S, Y, a|x) satisfies the following properties required by
[7].

• There exists M > 0 such that for any S, Y , and x, we
have 0 ≤ R(S, Y, a|x) ≤M .

• R(S, Y |x) ≤ R(S, Y ′|x) for any S, x, Y and Y ′ such
that Yi ≤ Y ′

i for every ai ∈ S.
The following definitions are adapted from [7]. For any S ⊆

A and a ∈ A, we define

∆S,a|x = max{αr(S⋆, a⋆|x)− r(S, a|x), 0}

Let EB(x) denote the set of arms that are contained in at
least one suboptimal probing decision S under context x. For
each i ∈ EB(x), we define

∆(i,min|x) = min{∆S,a|x|S ⊆ A, a ∈ A, i ∈ S}

Le = max{|EB(x̄)||x̄ ∈ X ′}

and

∆(min) = min{∆(i,min|x̄)|i ∈ EB(x̄), x̄ ∈ X ′}

With the above definitions, we can prove the following
regret bounds for both non-adaptive probing under general dis-
tributions and adaptive probing under Bernoulli distributions.

Theorem 3: Algorithm 4 has the following distribution-
dependent upper bound on the α-approximation regret in T
rounds

M2(K − 1)
1

ϵ
Le

2136

∆(min)
lnT + (

π2

3
+ 1)αMN

1

ϵ
+ αϵLT

(8)

and the following distribution-independent upper bound on the
α-approximation regret in T rounds

93M

√
1

ϵ
N(K − 1)T lnT + (

π2

3
+ 1)αMN

1

ϵ
+ αϵLT

For Bernoulli arms, the above bounds can be simplified by
taking α = 1 since the offline algorithms are optimal for both
non-adaptive and adaptive settings for Bernoulli arms.

To adapt the proof of Theorem 1 in [7] to our problem, we
note that Lemmas 1-3 in [7] still hold in our setting (in the
presence of context and joint probing and play) given the two
properties of R(S, Y, a|x) described above. Below we extend
Lemma 4 in [7], which is the key lemma for proving the main
result.



(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1: (a) measurement setup (in a student hall); (b) mean throughput for Bernoulli arms: K = 10, N = 10, single context; (c) accumulative
regret for Bernoulli arms (w.r.t. the optimal offline adaptive algorithm): K = 10, N = 10, 1

ϵ
= 8; (d) accumulative regret for arms with

general reward distributions (w.r.t. the optimal offline adaptive algorithm): K = 4, N = 4, 1
ϵ
= 8.

Lemma 2: Let T denote the set of rounds t over T where
every arm has been played at least once before round t under
the same context x̄t. Define an event in each round t ∈ T :

Ht =
{
0 < ∆St,at|x̄t

< 4M
∑
i∈St

√
3lnt

2nat|x̄t

}
Then

Rα(T ) ≤ E[
∑
x̄∈X′

∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

1Ht
∆St,at|x̄t

] + (
π2

3
+ 1)αMN

1

ϵ

where 1 is the indicator function.
Proof: Let Fa|x̄ be the CDF of Da|x̄ and F̃a|x̄,na|x̄ the

corresponding empirical CDF of the first na|x̄ observations
from arm a under context x̄. For each t ∈ T , define an event

Ct = {∃a ∈ A such that

sup
y∈[0,1]

|F̃a|x̄t,na|x̄t
(y)− Fa|x̄t

(y)| ≥

√
3lnt

2na|x̄t

}

We bound the α-approximation regret of Algorithm 4 as

Rα(T ) =

T∑
t=1

(αr(S⋆
t , a

⋆|x̄t)− r(St, at|x̄t))

≤
∑
x̄∈X′

T∑
t=1,x̄t=x̄

E[∆St,at|x̄t
]

=E[
∑
x̄∈X′

T∑
t̸∈T ,x̄t=x̄

∆St,at|x̄t
]

+ E[
∑
x̄∈X′

∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

1{Ct}∆St,at|x̄t
]

+ E[
∑
x̄∈X′

∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

1{¬Ct}∆St,at|x̄t
] (9)

The first term in (9) can be bounded as

E[
∑
x̄∈X′

T∑
t ̸∈T ,x̄t=x̄

∆St,at|x̄t
] ≤

∑
x̄∈X′

T∑
t̸∈T ,x̄t=x̄

∆St,at|x̄t
αr(S⋆

t , a
⋆
t |x̄t)

≤ αMN
1

ϵ

For the second term, by the DKW inequality of Lemma 2 in
[7], we first have

Pr[|F̃a|xq,q − Fa|xq
| ≥

√
3lnt

2q
] ≤ 2e−2q 3lnt

2q = 2t−3

Now we have

E[
∑
x̄∈X′

∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

1{Ct}] ≤
∑
x̄∈X′

T∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

∑
a∈A

t∑
q<t,x̄q=x̄

Pr[|F̃a|x̄q,q − Fa|x̄q
| ≥

√
3lnt

2q
]

≤
∑
x̄∈X′

T∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

∑
a∈A

t∑
q<t,x̄q=x̄

2t−3

≤2N 1

ϵ

T∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

t−2

≤π2

3
N

1

ϵ

So the second term can be bounded as

E[
∑
x̄∈X′

∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

1{Ct}∆S,a|x̄t
] ≤ π2

3
N

1

ϵ
αr(S⋆

t |x̄t)

≤ π2

3
N

1

ϵ
αM

For the third term, we can directly apply the bound for a single
context in Lemma 4 of [7]. So finally we have

Rα(T ) ≤ E[
∑
x̄∈X′

∑
t∈T ,x̄t=x̄

1Ht∆St,at|x̄t
] + (

π2

3
+ 1)αMN

1

ϵ

The rest of the proof follows the proof of Theorem 1 in [7]
where the last term in (8) is introduced by the discretization
error characterized by Lemma 1.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our algo-
rithms using simulations with channel and mobility traces
collected from a real testbed.



A. Baselines
We consider the following algorithms in the evaluation. For

non-adaptive probing, we apply Algorithm 4 together with
Algorithm 2 and call it the contextual bandit with non-adaptive
probing algorithm (CBNA). For adaptive-probing, we apply
Algorithm 4 together with Algorithm 3, which is referred as
the contextual bandit with adaptive probing algorithm (CBA).
We use 50 samples to evaluate f(·) in Algorithm 2.

We compare our algorithms with four baselines: (a) Op-
timal, which is the optimal offline solution under adaptive
probing and is obtained through an exhaustive search over all
possible ordering of arms in Algorithm 3. (b) GNE (greedy
probing and greedy play without exploration in the play),
which follows CBNA except that at the play stage, F a|xt

is
replaced with F̃a|xt

so that no exploration is considered in
play decisions. (c) RG (randomly probing and greedy play)
where the decision maker randomly selects a k and probes
k arms randomly selected. The play policy is the same as
CBNA. (d) RR (random probing and random play) where
the decision maker randomly selects a k and probes k arms
randomly selected. It then plays a randomly selected arm.

B. Evaluation Settings
We collect channel traces from a real testbed using an

802.11ad router and laptop, as well as a commercially avail-
able mmWave channel simulator (Remcom Insite [26]) to eval-
uate the system. We collect SNR traces with actual testbeds in
250 different locations in the student hall (Scenario Fig. 1a)
with a particle size of 0.8m. In the student hall, 12 Airfide
[27] 802.11ad APs are installed, each with a 64-sector 8-
phased array antenna. Clients are Acer TravelMate-648 laptops
with a single phased array and 36 sectors. To obtain SNR
and beamforming information, open-source drivers for both
devices are modified.

We use the 802.11ad [28] MCS-SNR table to map the
SNR and get the average throughput of the connection (as in
[29]) after obtaining the signal strength channel trace from the
testbed and Remcom channel simulator. It is based on the best
Tx/Rx sector pair of links discovered through the beamforming
process. In each context x (client location), we normalize the
average throughput of each AP a as µ(a|x) and consider two
settings for link rate distributions. In the Bernoulli setting,
the probability of getting a reward of 1 from arm a under
context x is µ(a|x) and the probability of getting zero reward
is 1− µ(a|x). We also consider a more general setting where
the link rates are supported on Y = [0, 1

3 ,
2
3 , 1]. For each AP

a and location x, we randomly assign the probabilities to the
four points so that the mean link rate equals to µ(a|x).

For mobility traces, we choose 15-80 customers randomly
located and configure their walking patterns by observing the
typical walking behavior of a room. We assume that all clients
have a walking speed of 1m/s. At any time, a client is in one
of the grids where the channel is measured by the testbed or
channel simulator as described above. We choose 10 clients’
traces in the simulation, where each trace has 80 steps and
each step includes 30 time rounds.

C. Results

We evaluate all the algorithms with different probing budget
K and number of APs N . We randomly select N APs and
compare the algorithms in three different settings.

In Fig. 1b, we consider the Bernoulli setting under a single
context, where we randomly pick a location and keep it
the same all the time (without mobility). We plot the mean
throughput averaged over 100 time rounds. We observe that
although GNE and CBNA obtain best performance in the
first ∼ 2000 time rounds, CBA surpasses them after that and
obtains higher average throughput. Additionally, we observe
that CBNA and CBA consistently outperform the others. Also,
the performance of GNE is most stable due to the lack of
exploration.

In Fig. 1c, we consider the Bernoulli setting with multiple
contexts. We evenly divide the room into a grid of 8 cells and
treat each of them as a context. For each location x visited
by a client, we map x to the center of its closest cell to get
x̄. Fig. 1c plots the expected accumulative expected regret
of each baseline with respect to Optimal. We find that the
total expected regret of CBNA and CBA is less than other
baselines. We further notice that in this figure, there are two
jumps around time rounds 15,000 and 17,000, respectively,
which correspond to the two starting points that have not been
explored enough before, such as the bottom part where most
APs are blocked. In addition, we find that for Bernoulli arms,
the regret of CBNA and CBA is relatively close, and CBA is
slightly better than CBNA.

In order to further distinguish the two algorithms, we plot
the results for the general distribution setting described above
in Fig. 1d. Here we again group locations into 8 context cells
as in Fig. 1c. We observe that CBA significantly surpasses
CBNA in this setting, indicating the importance of considering
adaptive probing.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an online learning based joint
beamforming and scheduling framework for throughput opti-
mization for mmWave WLANs. We model the problem as a
contextual bandit problem with joint probing and play. In the
offline setting with known link rate distributions, we develop
an approximation algorithm when the probing decision is
non-adaptive and a dynamic programming based algorithm
for the adaptive setting. Both algorithms are optimal for
Bernoulli link rates and we establish an approximation factor
of the former under general link rate distributions. We further
develop a combinatorial contextual bandit algorithm for the
online setting and prove its regret. Our algorithms are validated
through simulations with channel and mobile traces collected
from a real testbed.
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